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The NSC is a key aspect of the Botswana government’s long-term
strategy to ease the water demand burden on the eastern part of the
country. Phase two is aimed at completing a water transfer strategy
which feeds on various dams, existing or newly emerging from the
first phase, which was completed in 1999. The direct water transfer
route (running primarily alongside north-south traffic route A1)
passes the demand nodes of Palapye, Mahalapye and Mmamabula
– where raw water treatment will occur – en route to Gaborone. The
NSC is expected to deliver 45Mm3 of water per annum and costs
were estimated, in 2010, to amount to BWP5.5 billion.
Bigen Africa Services is appointed as the Employer’s
Representative for an EPC contract. Full Employer Representative
(ER) function is to be supplied until project close-out. Duties of ER
inter alia includes:
r $PODFQUVBMEFTJHOPG/4$SFGVSCJTINFOUT
r $PODFQUVBMEFTJHOPG/4$USBOTGFSTDIFNF
r $POTUSVDUJPOTVQFSWJTJPO FOWJSPONFOUBMSFWJFXT BVEJUTBOE
inspections.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Shaping opportunities
for growth in 0 1 5
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2014 has been a tribute to the hard work and dedication of the Bigen
Africa teams, partners and business associates – both in South Africa
and on the rest of the continent. It has been a solid year on all fronts and
we remain on target in achieving Vision 2016, the strategy we set three
years ago.

T he quality of our work has been confirmed by numerous industry awards.
Economic environment
The African continent echoed the
woes of the global environment.
The widely expected economic
recovery lacked substance and
GDP forecasts were continuously
adjusted downwards during the
year. In South Africa, expected
large-scale infrastructure spend by
government did not materialise.
Africa, nevertheless, still offers
lucrative growth prospects and we
shall continue to gear ourselves to
take advantage of opportunities
in our spheres of expertise and in
market segments we have the skills
and experience to add value. We
remain committed to not only add
value, but to revolutionise the way
business is conducted by providing
infrastructure-development benefits
beyond commercial value, at all
levels of society.

Business performance
On the business front, we achieved
targets in the financial year ended
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30 September 2014, despite the
weakening economy which impacted
business across the globe. Most
of our divisions recorded organic
growth, resulting in a significant
growth in revenue, with the
contribution from Engineering leading
the pack. This has laid the foundation
for a healthy increase in our cash
resources from which we can fund
further expansion.
Our increased presence in Africa,
notably in Botswana, Namibia
and now Ghana, set the scene for
growth in the lucrative, albeit difficult
markets in Africa.
Our solid performance is also
partly as a result of bold initiatives
to streamline the business and
operating structures by adding
capabilities and splitting divisions.
These changes addressed the
demands made on management,
improved our understanding of
clients’ needs and further improved
the speed and efficiency of project
delivery.

Captains of Industry
As a ‘revolutionary’ in infrastructure
development, we last year
introduced a ‘Captains of Industry’
recognition programme for Bigen
Africa business partners. The term
was coined during the Industrial
Revolution to describe the men
and women who set the scene for
an irrevocable change in the way
we conduct business. It was a
privilege having all our ‘Captains’
under one roof and honouring those
who excelled in service delivery,
governance and business
practice.

Projects pipeline
Our business acumen ensured
that we secured several major and
mega-projects, which will enable us
to build Bigen Africa and contribute
to the communities we operate in,
down to the smallest sub-sector.
Projects such as our first “green”
taxi rank built in Wallacedene,
Cape Town, the Clanwilliam Dam
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Project where we are providing
site supervision and contract
management services for the raising
of the dam wall, the innovative and
advanced Leribe Sports Complex in
Lesotho, and the award winning Val
de Vie Estate project in the PaarlFranschoek valley.

Our creed

of “doing good while doing
business” will see employment
and procurement opportunities
channelled to local residents, giving
SMMEs, women and youth the
opportunity to participate in the
wider economy. Our investments
in this are guided by local B-BBEE
empowerment initiatives in the
countries we operate in.
In conclusion, I wish our staff,
partners and stakeholders a fulfilling
2015. It is reassuring to know that,
collectively, we are able, equipped
and determined to pursue Vision
2016 and beyond, to grow the
company and to invest in the very
communities we owe our livelihood
to.

Dr Snowy Khoza

FIDIC-GAMA ANNUAL CONFERENCE:
12-15 APRIL 2015, GHANA
A Bigen Africa team led by Dr Snowy Khoza, CEO, will be attending the FIDIC-GAMA Annual Conference in April
2015, to be held in Accra, Ghana. The GAMA Conference is the biggest annual networking event for consulting
engineers in Africa. It is a forum where consultants, government officials, private investors, construction
equipment and material suppliers, and other stakeholders in the engineering consultancy industry from the
public and private sectors can share and exchange ideologies and methodologies for the provision of services
in the engineering field.
The theme of the FIDIC-GAMA 2015 Conference is “Developing and sustaining Africa’s infrastructure; promoting
intra-regional partnership”.
Dr Khoza will present a paper on “The status of infrastructure development on our continent.” The focus will be
on environmental, social and economic impacts – how to measure and report on these impacts.
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MAIN FEATURE

Bigen Africa
honours
‘Captains of
Industry’
Bigen Africa hosted its maiden ‘Captains of Industry’ Awards
evening on Tuesday, 25 November 2014.
The purpose of the event, held at the Bigen Africa head office, was
to give tribute to clients, business partners and suppliers, all of whom
play a key role in helping to realise the company’s vision of developing
sustainable infrastructure that will improve the quality of life for all.

6

The highlight of the evening’s
programme was the handover
of awards in six categories to
acknowledge specific contributions
of the winning organisations. In
celebrating productive relationships
with these and other companies,
Bigen Africa chose to focus on
“partnerships”, a vital element of the
company’s business plan, as the
main theme of the event.

Pty (Ltd) and representatives of the
Australian High Commission.

Honouring clients

“We pay tribute to each one of you
for partnering with Bigen Africa
in the infrastructure development
revolution of ‘doing good while
doing business’,” he said. “All of
us at Bigen Africa are delighted to
have the opportunity to show our
appreciation for all our partners
here tonight, and we have therefore
decided to make the ’Captains
of Industry’ Awards an annual
institution.”

Special guests included Dr Iraj
Abedian, Bigen Africa Chairman of
the Board; Francois Swart, former
CEO and founder of Bigen Africa;
Kimathi Dake, Managing Director of
Jescan Construction from Accra,
Ghana; Melanie Ohlson of the City of
Cape Town; Mike Machila of Mathani
Group from Lusaka; Charles Witbooi
from Absa Property Development

Boshoff explained that while every
guest at the event was honoured as
a valuable partner, Bigen Africa had
decided to recognise some of these
organisations for adding specific
value in terms of loyalty, innovative
projects, partnerships, changing
our world through their support of
corporate social investment initiatives,
and for being the best debtor.

Boshoff also paid tribute to
Dr Khoza’s recent achievement
of being awarded an Africa Most
Influential Women in Business
and Government Award for her
lifelong struggles, aspirations and
achievements. “Through much more
than her career achievements,
Dr Khoza has proven that she is

The welcoming address was
delivered by Anton Boshoff, Chief
Operating Officer of Bigen Africa,
while the keynote speaker was
Dr Snowy Khoza, Chief Executive
Officer of Bigen Africa.
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the kind of leader that South Africa
needs to bring its women to the
forefront of success in business
and other spheres,” he said. “The
epitome of the ‘new’ African woman
rising from humble beginnings to
achieve great heights, she strives
to include others in her journey
of success through providing
opportunities and encouragement.”

Infrastructure
development industry
revolution
“We have chosen to adopt the term
‘Captains of Industry’ for the awards
event as it relates to the major role
that the infrastructure development
industry plays in the growth of South
Africa and other African countries,”
Dr Khoza said in her address. “The
original Captains of Industry were
those great men and women who
stepped forward during the Industrial
Revolution to propel economic
growth and development and who
made an unforgettable impact
on industry and progress. They
transformed key industries such as
oil, rail, steel, shipping, motor cars
and finance, thereby changing the
future of their country and even the
world.
“Men such as John Rockefeller,
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Andrew
Carnegie, Henry Ford, JP Morgan,
Andrew Mellon, Thomas Edison and
Mark Shuttleworth, to name but a
few, were catalysts for an increase in
productivity, expansion of markets,

Continued on page 8

Through these projects, we have offered – and
continue to offer – opportunities for skills development
and empowerment, service delivery support to both
public and private sector partners, and the creation of
sustainable economic activities to create employment,
eradicate poverty and improve quality of life.
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Bigen Africa honours
‘Captains of Industry’
Continued from page 7

creation of more jobs and acts of
philanthropy through their vision and
determination.
Women such as Lynn Elsenhans
(CEO of SUNACO Petroleum),
Irene Rosenfeld (CEO Craft
Foods), Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma
(the first black female Minister
of Health and now chair of the
African Union Commission), Zanele
Mbeki (founder, chair and now
patron of a trust, WDB, that funds
underprivileged rural women in
South Africa), Thuli Madonsela (our
globally iconic Public Protector) and
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf (the president
of Liberia who is braving the Ebola
challenges in her country) are
examples of women who continue to
play a major role in the world.
These men and women did not
only amass vast personal fortunes
and fame, but they fought for
liberalisation in these key industries
and transformed the most powerful
industries of our time, thereby
changing corporate governance,
gender disparities and the futures of
their countries. They truly were, and
are, the Captains of Industry!
“Today, we see this same principle
coming to life in our industry
on the African continent, where
infrastructure development results
in greater improvements in the
quality of life of our people – greater
health and therefore longevity;
education and therefore changed
lifestyles, changed fortunes and
changed futures. The era we live in
offers opportunities for Bigen Africa
and its clients to revolutionise the
industry we work in by ensuring that
infrastructure development provides
benefits beyond commercial value
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at all levels of society, right down to
small communities.”

A two-decade legacy
Dr Khoza added that Bigen Africa
has, over the past 43 years, made
a valuable contribution to socioeconomic development wherever
the company has implemented
infrastructure development projects.
“Through these projects, we have
offered – and continue to offer –
opportunities for skills development
and empowerment, service delivery
support to both public and private
sector partners, and the creation
of sustainable economic activities
to create employment, eradicate
poverty and improve quality of life.
“During our projects cycle in
communities, we put our creed of
‘doing good while doing business’
into practice by channelling
some of the employment and
procurement opportunities to local
communities, therefore allowing
SMMEs, women and youth to
participate. Indigenisation, or citizen
empowerment and participation
in all the countries we operate in
outside South Africa, has become
the norm. In addition, we continue
to initiate various corporate social
investment projects which are
coordinated by our Intuthuko
Foundation, a not-for-profit
organisation which works closely
with several NGOs, CBOs, FBOs
and partner corporates’ foundations
to leverage bigger development
outcomes to the communities where
we all work.”
Dr Khoza said that Bigen
Africa values and relies on the
contributions of its partners,

We pay tribute to
each one of you
for partnering with
Bigen Africa in
the infrastructure
development
revolution of ‘doing
good while doing
business’.

clients and suppliers and have
therefore decided to offer welldeserved recognition to those
who have added specific value to
the company in terms of loyalty,
innovative projects, partnerships,
changing our world and paying
Bigen Africa accounts promptly.
The ‘Captains of Industry’ Award
winners were:
r True-Blue Loyalty Award: Urban
Dynamics as the company which
has supported Bigen Africa the
longest;
r Design Challenge Award: City of
Cape Town for the Wallacedene
Taxi Rank as the client which
has given Bigen Africa the most
innovative project;
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With a host of like-minded
partners actively helping to
achieve African development
goals, Bigen Africa is confident
that the “Captains of Industry”
Awards will receive even more
entries this year and that choosing
the winners from so many
deserving partners will be no easy
task.

r Great Start Partnership Award
outside South Africa: Jescan
Construction as the first client
outside South Africa to sign a
partnership agreement with Bigen
Africa;
r Great Start Partnership Award
inside South Africa: Nedbank as
the first client inside South Africa
to sign a continental partnership
agreement with Bigen Africa;
r Changing our World Award: TSB
Sugar RSA as the first client
to actively support our “doing
good while doing business”
creed by assigning a project to
our Intuthuko Foundation which
facilitates CSI initiatives; and
r Debtorwise Award: Absa Property
Development (Pty) Ltd as the
client with the most up-to-date
payment history.

In conclusion, Dr Khoza thanked
all Bigen Africa partners and
clients for continuously pushing
difficult boundaries to head for
new and innovative horizons. She
paid tribute to them for joining in
the infrastructure development
revolution and reminded them
that “Africa needs infrastructure
to achieve its socio-economic
growth targets. Capacity,
expertise and the right partners
are crucial in making this happen.
So is delivery – on time, on brief
and within budget.
“The Bigen Africa Board and
management are convinced
that, with you as our partners,
we will be able to work faster,
achieve more and raise the
standards.”

Bigen Africa CEO,
Dr Snowy Khoza
and COO, Anton
Boshoff, presented
the trophies to the
well-deserving
winners.

The Design Challenge Award for the
most innovative project was received,
on behalf of the City of Cape Town, by
Melanie Ohlson, Head of Public Transport
Infrastructure and Design, for the
Wallacedene Taxi Rank.

The Changing our World Award for the first
client to actively support Bigen Africa’s
“doing good while doing business” creed
by assigning a project to the Intuthuko
Foundation, was presented to Dawie van
Roy, COO of Agriculture at TSB Sugar.

Philna Potgieter, Head of Export Credit
Finance at Nedbank Capital, receives the
Great Start Partnership Award inside South
Africa on behalf of Nedbank Capital - the
first client inside South Africa to sign a
continental partnership with Bigen Africa.

The Debtorwise Award for the client with
the most up-to-date payment history went
to Absa Property Development (Pty) Ltd.
Charles Witbooi, Development Manager of
Affordable Housing, was proud to receive
the award on behalf of Absa.

Kimathi Dake, Managing Director of
Ghanaian construction firm, Jescan,
receives the Great Start Partnership Award
for the first partnership outside South
Africa to be signed with Bigen Africa.

Jean Luc Limacher from Urban Dynamics
receives the True Blue Loyalty Award for
being the company which has supported
Bigen Africa the longest.
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BIGEN AFRICA HOSTS
SECOND SUCCESSFUL PART
Bigen Africa hosted its second successful annual Partnership Conference
on 11 June 2014. The theme of the conference, held at the Atterbury
Theatre in Lynwood Bridge, Pretoria, was “Partnerships – The new
frontier into Africa”.
Some 120 stakeholders and potential partners from
across Africa and as far away as Australia and America
attended the event to explore strategies for extending
business frontiers into Africa, learn from infrastructure
developers’ experiences and discuss the challenges they
are facing on the continent.

Strategic partnerships
Experience has shown that African governments more
readily embrace infrastructure development initiatives
when they are presented by a consortium, rather
than an individual company. This approach is in line
with Bigen Africa’s partnership strategy, which aims
to extend the company’s African footprint through
partners in the construction, mining and industrial,
energy, asset and revenue management, real estate,
international finance and rail industries.
“Africa’s considerable infrastructure needs require
sustained and effective partnerships,” says Anton
Boshoff, Chief Operating Officer of Bigen Africa.
Bigen Africa’s value proposition stresses
that the company integrates the entire
value chain in infrastructure development
through in-house capabilities and
strategic partnerships. The development
process ranges from feasibility studies
and project preparation to project
management, project implementation,
development finance facilitation and
ongoing asset management.

Right: Dr Iraj Abedian provided
valuable insights into the economic
challenges faced
in Africa.

Valuable insights
At the conference, keynote speakers Dr Iraj Abedian,
Chairman of Bigen Africa and Chief Executive Officer
of Pan-African Investment & Research Services, and Dr
Reuel Khoza, Chairman of Nedbank Group Limited and
Aka Capital, shared valuable insights into infrastructure
development realities on the continent.
Dr Abedian provided an economic overview of Africa with
the encouraging news that the continent’s investment
boom is on a sustainable path and that the global
normalisation of financial markets is likely to consolidate
growth on the continent.
Dr Abedian cautioned prospective investors in Africa to
take political economy systemic risks into consideration
such as weak governance institutions and low public
sector productivity. Operationally, business is hampered
by inadequate and costly logistics, underdeveloped capital
markets, the relatively high cost of doing business and a
lack of medium- to long-term planning capacity.
Nevertheless, Africa has a positive
macro-economic outlook and
offers rewarding opportunities
for infrastructure development,
said Dr Khoza, who focused on
the importance of strengthening
strategic partnerships in
infrastructure development finance in
his presentation.
“At present, there are infrastructure
development opportunities in the
NEPAD focus areas of ports and freight
rail projects, with energy and commuter
rail projects to follow,” he said.
“However, huge challenges
face infrastructure
developers.”

10
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RTNERSHIP CONFERENCE
Panel discussion
An in-depth perspective of African infrastructure needs
and opportunities was discussed by various specialist
panellists with personal experience of project work in
Africa.

Bigen Africa CEO welcomed attendees to the second
annual partnership conference which was held at The
Atterbury Theatre on 14 June 2014.
Governance and infrastructure problems currently
hamper growth in inter-regional trade and
economic development. These include that most
African countries have regular power outages, low
access to basic water and sanitation services, and
transportation and energy systems that are, in general,
underdeveloped. In addition, difficult and uncertain
regulatory environments pose obstacles.
The NEPAD Business Foundation has undertaken
to address most of the challenges facing the private
sectors, such as institutional challenges, the need to
understand the local environment and difficulties in
obtaining financing.
Based on his experience of projects on the continent,
Dr Khoza suggested that project developers:
r Approach African clients through consortia, not as
individual companies.
r Identify and focus on specific projects at an early
stage, instead of talking a general approach.
r Develop understanding and trust through early
engagement.
r Approach funding institutions as they may be
more relevant when information on opportunities is
needed.
r Develop a full picture of projects by maintaining a
diverse source of intelligence. Identify competitive
advantages and communicate the benefits at an
early stage.
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The panel included experts such as Andrew Edge
of the Australian High Commission; Con Korsten of
Bepec SA; Sibongile Manganyi of Indigo Kulani SA;
Mohamed Rahman of Newtech Sudan; Levi Zulu of Zulu
Burrow Zambia; Kimathe Dake of Jescan Ghana; Harry
Nieman of Prodelko SA; Ron Ward of Western Forms
America; Philna Potgieter of Nedbank SA; Brett Botha
of Eaglestone Capital SA and De Villiers Botha of PACH
SA.
According to Boshoff, the conference has proven to be
a fruitful opportunity for sharing information about the
risks and opportunities for infrastructure developers on
the continent.
“It has also enabled Bigen Africa to refine its African
vision and strategy going forward, with the emphasis on
strategic partnership,” he says.
“We are looking forward to forging business agreements
that will realise our vision of developing sustainable
infrastructure that will improve the quality of life of many
African people.”

“Africa’s

considerable infrastructure needs
require sustained and effective
partnerships.
– Anton Boshoff, Chief Operating
Officer of Bigen Africa
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BIGEN SHINES

Dr Snowy Khoza receives

prestigious

business award

Dr Snowy Khoza, Chief Executive Officer of Bigen Africa, was one of five
South Africans recently awarded Continental Lifetime Achiever status
at a gala dinner honouring Africa’s Most Influential Women in Business
and Government and Titans – Building Nations. The women shared the
honour with 10 others from across Africa.
12
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The “Lifetime Achievers” is one
of 20 economic categories in
which exceptional African men
and women are selected from
thousands of nominees through a
multistaged process every year.
Regional award events are held in
South Africa, Mauritius, Zambia,
Kenya, Uganda, Egypt, Ghana
and Cameroon before the process
culminates in the Continental
awards. This year’s prestigious
event, which was hosted by CEO
Communications at Gallagher
Convention Centre on 30 October
2014, was attended by 900 guests,
including most finalists comprising
executives from across Africa.
Dr Khoza, who has over the past
few years significantly developed
Bigen Africa’s capacity to deliver
cost-effective, sustainable
infrastructure projects in South
Africa and on the rest of the
continent, is deeply honoured by
the award.
“As a black South African woman
who has taken a long and arduous
journey to achieve personal career
goals, I am also passionate about
the development of others who face
the same struggles and obstacles,
such as debilitating poverty,” she
says.
“My role at Bigen Africa, which
provides engineering and
development finance management
solutions, involves me in realising
the company’s vision of developing
sustainable infrastructure that
will improve the quality of life for
all. I am also excited about the
transformation of impoverished and
socially deprived Africans through
‘doing good while doing business’,
the company’s creed embodied
in the activities of Intuthuko, its
corporate social investment arm.”
In both her private and professional
lives, Dr Khoza has shown
dedication to transformation
principles, by creating a culture
of empowerment in Bigen
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E ducation

is the key to the future for the country’s previously disadvantaged
population.

4
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Bigen Africa Awards
Bigen Africa is committed to improving the
world through its philosophy of ”doing good
while doing business”. The company strives
to not only be a responsible corporate citizen
but also to consistently deliver superior service
levels in the marketplace.

To this end, Bigen Africa received numerous prestigious industry
awards:

r SA Top 2 Best Managed Engineering Consultancies
r SA Top 500 Best Managed Engineering Consultancies
r Impumulelo Award for Top Empowerment Company
r PMR Gold Awards for Top 9 Structural Engineers in SA
r PMR Bronze Award for Top 9 Civil Consulting Engineers in SA
r PMR Bronze Award for Top 4 Structural and Engineering Consultancy
r Govan Mbeki Housing Award for the Klarinet Housing project
r Govan Mbeki Award for the Best Rural Human Settlement Project for
the Second Creek Human Settlement Development.
r Bigen Africa consistently shines by winning prestigious industry
awards

Africa’s human resources strategy
and by supporting the personal
development of young learners.
She is especially passionate about
furthering young girls’ lives through
education, and increasing female
representation in the workplace,
especially at senior levels.
“Education is the key to the
future for the country’s previously
disadvantaged population,” she
maintains.
“I have been greatly encouraged
by meeting my female counterparts
in other African countries who
have overcome social obstacles
and achieved their professional
goals. We need to encourage this
in our own country even more
through unlocking the door to
quality education for everyone and

providing opportunities for career
development in our places of work.
If we do, we will see many more
previously disadvantaged men and
women realise their potential and
achieve great heights.”
Having through sheer determination
and hard work obtained several
qualifications, including a PhD in
Social Policy and an MBA, Dr Khoza
achieved the distinction of being
appointed the first black woman to
chair a multibillion rand organisation
in the infrastructure development
industry in 2009. Since then, she
has spearheaded the company’s
development as a thought-leading
multi-national infrastructure
development consultancy with
core capabilities in engineering,
management consulting and project
finance.
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PROJECTS

Bigen Africa establishes
roots in Ghana
A Bigen Africa regional office has been established in Accra, Ghana,
which has been operational from 2 January 2015.
Dane Poggenpoel, the Office
Manager, and his family have
relocated to Ghana for an initial
three-year contract. The priority
for the West Africa regional
office is to target opportunities in
Ghana, Nigeria and Ivory Coast.
Dane has been employed at
Bigen since 2008 as a Town
Planner. He graduated in 2005
as a Bachelor of Town and
Regional Planning and has been
professionally registered as a
professional planner since 2009.

Dane Poggenpoel,
Office Manager:
Bigen Africa Ghana

Strategic Ghanaian partnership
The firm’s major areas of activity
are architectural, civil, structural,
highway/transportation engineering
and planning as well as project
management, technical feasibility
studies, water supply, quantity
surveying, supervision of
construction, electro-mechanical
installations and design.

Strengthening Bigen Africa Ghana
Ltd with a strategic Ghanaian partner
remains a priority. In this regard,
Bigen Africa signed a partnership
agreement in December 2014 with
Associated Consultants, the largest
local consulting engineering practice
in Ghana. Associated Consultants,
a wholly Ghanaian-owned company,
was established on 1 July 1968. Its
office is located at 33 Rolyat Castle
Road, Kokomlemle, Accra.
Over the years, it has risen through
the ranks to become one of the
leading engineering consulting firms
in Ghana. It is a firm consisting of
consulting engineers, architects,
planners and surveyors who are
devoted to consistently providing a
high level of service to all clients.

The permanent staff includes
engineers, planners, architects,
quantity surveyors, technicians
and secretarial and administrative
personnel. In addition, the firm is
associated with consultants in the
field of finance and economics
with a wide range of experience in
project initiation and appraisal.
With the grouping of the main
professionals involved in the
execution of engineering and
building projects under one roof,
Associated Consultants has the
advantage of ensuring cohesive
and efficient planning, design and
implementation of projects.

>>

Signing of the partnership
agreement between Bigen
Africa Ghana and Associated
Consultants. From the left are KA
Kwakwa, Director: Transportation,
Associated Consultants; CJ Venter,
RED: West Africa; F Asare-Yeboah,
CEO: Associated Consultants; and
Dane Poggenpoel, Office Manager:
Bigen Africa Ghana.

14
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PROJECTS

Current focus on
projects in Ghana
BREEZY HILLS
In response to the great demand
for quality affordable housing for
the working class in Ghana, Jescan
Construction and Bigen Africa have
partnered in a 90/10 joint venture to
contribute towards alleviating this
backlog.
The project proposes a mixeduse integrated human settlement
comprising approximately 5 000
housing opportunities catering for
various end users and ranging from

two- to three-bedroom units in
free-standing, semi-detached and
flat units.
The project is currently concluding
detailed feasibility studies and
approaching financial closure.
Town planning, architectural,
structural and many civil and
electrical designs have already
been concluded. The project is due
for initiation in the first quarter of
2015.

STX HOUSING PROJECT
The Republic of Ghana, through the
government of Ghana (GoG), has
embarked on a long-term housing
project to construct 200 000 housing
units of which the delivery of 30 000
units are planned for the Ghanaian
Security Forces (military and police)
over the short to medium term to the
value of USD1.3 billion supported
by a Ghanaian-issued sovereign
guarantee.
The project is geographically
spread across all 10 of Ghana’s
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administrative regions to varying
degrees. STX Engineering and
Construction Ghana Ltd (STX) has
been appointed by means of an EPC
contract by the government of Ghana
to deliver the project. STX has given
the mandate to Bigen Africa Services
(Pty) Ltd to obtain the necessary
funding to conduct a feasibility study
for the project. The Department of
Trade and Industry has approved the
execution and partial funding of a
feasibility study to determine where
the project is, in fact, achievable.

Bigen Africa, STX Engineering and
Construction Ghana have jointly been
evaluating the project, conducting
site visits, considering all available
information and constraints, and are
now in the process of concluding
the feasibility report. A team of some
15 Bigenites has travelled to Ghana
on various occasions to assist in
the feasibility study and offer varied
expertise ranging from engineering
and project management through to
quantity surveying and financial and
legal risk management.
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Bigen Africa creates South Africa’s

FIRST “GREEN”
TAXI RANK
Bigen Africa has utilised
innovative conservation
principles to create the country’s
first “green” taxi rank at
Wallacedene in Cape Town.
As provider of civil engineering, project management,
electrical and structural services on this R25 million
project, Bigen Africa has seen to it that the facility is
largely self-sufficient in terms of energy and water
use. This not only offers 5 000 commuters and 50
taxi drivers the amenities they need to refresh and
regroup between trips every day, but also delivers cost
efficiencies for the City of Cape Town based on “green”
principles.
“The taxi rank has been designed with conservation
principles and therefore sustainability in mind,” says
Johan Troskie, Civil Engineer at Bigen Africa, who
led the construction project. “These include the use
of alternative energy and water provision systems to
ensure considerable savings for the local municipality
as a result of potable water conservation and reduced
conventional energy consumption.”
In terms of user convenience, the facility offers
amenities such as flush toilets, recycling bins, loading
bays for the drivers and benches for commuters. The
area even has six informal trading bays and two kiosks
for local entrepreneurs to utilise. All of this contrasts
strongly with the preconstruction state of the site,
which was simply an open piece of land with no formal
infrastructure.
The new taxi rank operates off the electricity grid as
Bigen Africa opted for a rooftop solar photovoltaic
panel system for electricity generation. Everything
from the light-emitting diode lights under the roof to
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“ The

facility

is safe and secure, and the elderly,
women, children and people with
special needs, in particular, will
benefit from this development.

the electronic gates and hydroboils in the kitchen is
powered by this system. At night and on cloudy days,
reserve solar energy stored in 24 large batteries can be
used, ensuring that only minimal – if any – electricity
will be required from Eskom. Savings in conventional
energy costs will ensure that the capital cost of the
solar panel system will be recovered within six to 10
years.
To meet the huge demand for water for washing taxis
at Wallacedene, Bigen Africa has ensured that
pumping and filtering costs associated with municipal
water use, as well as wastage of potable water, can be
avoided.
“The taxi rank has been designed to allow harvesting
of rainwater, particularly along its substantial roof, and
recycling of up to 70% of water used,” says Troskie
“For this, an underground filtering and reclamation
system with a capacity of 20 000 litres and a pump
system has been constructed.”
Thanks to Bigen Africa’s innovative approach in the
construction of the Wallacedene taxi rank, Green Star
South Africa has announced its intention to award the
facility a four-star rating.
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“The city is extremely proud to be at the forefront
of combining intelligent architectural design and
technology in our effort to improve service delivery
to our residents,” says Brett Herron, the City of Cape
Town’s Mayoral Committee Member responsible
for transport. “The Wallacedene taxi rank sets the
benchmark for future public transport facilities in
the country, showcasing the city’s commitment to
conservation and innovation.
“The facility is safe and secure, and the elderly, women,
children and people with special needs, in particular, will
benefit from this development.”
Through the infrastructure development projects
that Bigen Africa undertakes, it realises its vision of
developing sustainable infrastructure that will improve
the quality of life of all. These projects also provide
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opportunities for putting the company’s creed of
“doing good while doing business” into practice, which
involves channelling some of the employment and
procurement opportunities to the local communities.
A provider of engineering, management consulting,
development financing and advisory services, Bigen
Africa has successfully delivered cost-effective,
sustainable infrastructure projects in South Africa and
several other African countries, including Namibia,
Zambia, Mozambique, Botswana, Malawi, Angola,
Lesotho, Nigeria and Ghana. Bigen Africa integrates
the entire value chain in an infrastructure development
process through in-house capabilities and strategic
partnerships – from feasibility studies through project
preparation, management and implementation to
development finance and ongoing asset
management.
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PROJECTS

LERIBE SPORTS COMPLEX
Bigen Africa appointed on
ground-breaking Leribe Sports
Complex Project
A seemingly minor decision made quietly by government officials in
Lesotho a few years ago will radically change the life in Hlotse, a small
town with 50 000 residents situated north-east of Maseru. Thanks to
the Ministry of Gender and Youth as well as the Ministry of Sports and
Recreation, and leading infrastructure development company Bigen
Africa, in association with Design Edge (Pty) Ltd, Hlotse will soon boast
one of the most innovative and advanced sports complexes in Lesotho.

To ensure the success of this major
project, the Ministry has appointed
the subcontractor Design Edge (Pty)
Ltd who in turn appointed Bigen
Africa as its engineering partner.
With a solid base in southern Africa
as well as a growing footprint on the
rest of the continent, Bigen Africa
provides engineering, management
consulting, development financing
and advisory services. The
company has successfully delivered
cost-effective and sustainable
infrastructure projects in South
Africa and several other African
countries, including Namibia,
Botswana, Malawi, Angola, Nigeria,
Mozambique, Zambia and Ghana.
“The Bigen Africa team is proud
to be the structural engineers
involved on this project,” says Bryan
McDonald, Principal: Structures
at Bigen Africa. “Apart from the
obvious physical upliftment that
this will provide to the surrounding
community, there will also be
a percentage of locally based
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contractors employed. This aids in
job creation and will also boost the
economy of the region.”
The construction of the complex
therefore provides Bigen Africa
with yet another opportunity to
help realise its vision of developing
sustainable infrastructure that will
improve the quality for life of all, as
well as to put its company creed into
practice – ‘doing good while doing
business’.
“Importantly, the project has
had significant buy-in from the
community,” says McDonald.

Until now, the young people of
Hlotse Town, located in the Leribe
District, have had to exercise their
soccer enthusiasm kicking a ball
around the local PSL match site,
a patch of barren earth capable of
holding 1 000 spectators and the
only sports facility available in this
market and craft hub 80 km north
of Maseru. Most upliftment efforts
have, so far, been focused on the
greater Maseru region of Lesotho.
However, the Ministry of Gender
and Youth as well as the Ministry
of Sports and Recreation have
allocated funds for the construction
of the sports complex in 2009 and

Current soccer field in Hlotse Town Leribe.
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Artist’s rendition of the Leribe Sports Stadium.

approved the project in 2012, with
operations to start this year. The
result will be vastly different from
what the current dirt field has to
offer.
With four pavilions, the billionrand complex will boast a circular
athletics track and capacity for
20 000 spectators. The 5 250m2
indoor section will comprise
combi courts, change rooms and
a fully fitted gym. In addition, the
complex will have an Olympic-sized
swimming pool with single-level
seating pavilions and a cricket pitch
with spectator seating, a 3 100m2
conference centre, an athlete’s
village with housing capacity for
2 000 athletes, and guard and gate
houses.
“This site has been subjected to
impact studies to ensure there will
be no adverse impacts, either during
the construction or afterwards,” says
McDonald. “The fact that a small
part of the site is marshland has
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been taken into consideration by the
professional team.”
In terms of design and
specifications, the complex will
be comparable to many mid-level
stadiums worldwide.
The unofficial expectation is that
it will eventually enable Lesotho
to compete on an international
scale to host events such as
the Commonwealth Games. All
the required safety codes will
be met as Bigen Africa takes its
responsibility to provide users with
safe, structurally sound facilities very
seriously.
Funding already sourced will see
the construction of the soccer
stadium to completion and, while
the contracting phase is ongoing,
additional funding will be sourced for
the balance of the complex. Should
this meet with success timeously, it
is envisaged that the entire project
will conclude by September 2019.

“Most exciting is that we are
designing an entire sports complex
from scratch,” says McDonald.
“Upon final completion, the project
will be a testament to our vision to
provide sustainable infrastructure
for disadvantaged communities.
This will be a noticeable
improvement in the lives of the
people in this community and its
surrounds.”
This passion and dedication, and
the diverse talents of the Bigen
Africa team, are responsible for the
company’s successful growth in
Africa.
The company has taken up a
front and centre position in the
development of the continent, in
tandem with its many business
partners, to remind one of a
wise saying of famous artist
Vincent Van Gogh: “Great things
are achieved by a series of small
things brought together.”
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PROJECTS

LEPHALALE
Bigen Africa Revenue
Enhancement Project
Lephalale (Ellisras) is a coal mining town in the Limpopo province of
South Africa immediately east of the Waterberg Coalfield.
The town was established as
Ellisras in 1960 and named after the
original farm owners, Patrick Ellis
and Piet Erasmus. In 2002, Ellisras
was renamed Lephalale by the
provincial government of Limpopo,
after the main river that crosses the
municipality.

Lephalale
Municipality is
improving
its collection
processes via its
engagement with
Bigen Africa.

Lephalale is divided into three main
subsections: Lephalale, Onverwacht
and Marapong. Lephalale is derived
from the Setswana word meaning
“to flow”.
The rising number of shopping
centres, banks and car dealerships
is a sign of prosperity in Lephalale,
where Eskom is constructing the
coal-fired Medupi power station.

Other

initiatives planned for
the near future are
awareness campaigns,
provision of an indigent
system to capture and
maintain the indigent
consumers on the
database, and the use of
hand-helds to conduct
social assessments at
the various households
in the community.
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Lephalale council’s income from
revenue including rates and
taxes has more than doubled to
R212 268 for the 2013/14 financial
year from R83 789 in the 2007/8
financial year as a result of
Medupi.
The Lephalale Municipality’s
outstanding consumer debt has
grown in excess of R120 million
and the council has decided to
appoint Bigen Africa to assist
the municipality in collecting the
outstanding debt. This revenue
enhancement initiative is a threeyear project, initiated in June
2013.
Bigen Africa has appointed five
people from the community and
endeavours to collect outstanding
consumer debt by performing credit
control and debt collection actions.

The initiative also produces job
cards used during legal actions
relating to electricity cuts such
as final demands and summons,
utilising the in-house ZMS Toolkit.
Bigen Africa has collected revenue on
behalf of the municipality in excess of
R120 million over a 14-month period.
Other initiatives planned for the near
future are awareness campaigns,
provision of an indigent system to
capture and maintain the indigent
consumers on the database, and
the use of hand-helds to conduct
social assessments at the various
households in the community.
Five unemployed people from
the local community will come on
board on a contract basis to work
alongside Bigen Africa, municipal
employees and ward councillors to
ensure the success of this project.
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PROJECTS

Life

EXPANDING THE
Valley of

The award-winning Val de Vie Estate in the
Paarl-Franschhoek Valley will soon expand
following the purchase of 415 hectares of
prime land on the banks of the Berg River.

Bigen Africa Services has been
appointed by the development
company of the award-winning
Val de Vie Estate in the PaarlFranschhoek Valley to provide
consulting civil and electrical
engineering, and development
management services in the
expansion phase of the estate.
The project will be run from the
Cape Town office by the Land
Development and Energy divisions.
With the purchase of a further
approximately 400 hectares of
prime land on the banks of the Berg
River, the combined Val de Vie-Pearl
Valley residential node will eventually
become the country’s foremost
example of secure country estate
living. The Kliprug farm site (Pearl
Valley Phase 2), recently purchased
by Val de Vie, has approved rights
for 1 094 residences, including
farms and single- and multipleunit residential opportunities. The
development will be incorporated
into Val de Vie in phases over the
next 10 years, starting early in 2015.
Features such as vineyards, a nature
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conservation area, paddocks, parks,
lakes and farms will complement the
indigenous landscaped environment
and polo fields on the existing Val
de Vie Estate. On the other side
of the river, on the Levendal land,
approximately 500 residential and
various commercial opportunities
will be available.
“Bigen Africa will be responsible for
the design and implementation of
all bulk, link and internal services
infrastructure for the development

sites,” says Johann Hooper, Project
Development Manager, “including the
construction of almost 8km of gravity
lines, three pump stations and around
4km of rising mains. Over 4km of link
water pipes (ranging from 315mm to
400mm in diameter) will be designed
and constructed to meet Drakenstein
Municipality’s infrastructure
master planning requirements. The
development’s electricity demand will
require the design and construction
of the new 132/11kV Kliprug regional
electrical substation.

“ Bigen Africa
will of course, as on all its projects, ensure
that labour and procurement opportunities are
channelled to the local communities as far as
possible, in line with its creed “DOING GOOD
WHILE DOING BUSINESS”
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DOING GOOD WHILE DOING BUSINESS

Bigen Africa
!
n
Golf Day
o
i
l
l
i
raises half a m
Since its inception 10 years ago, Bigen Africa’s Golf Day has gone
from strength to strength. The 2014 Golf Day, held on 28 August, was
no exception and raised half a million rand for Mamelodi Hospice and
People Upliftment programme (POPUP), Bigen Africa’s social
partners.
The event saw a large turnout as sponsors
and players braved the August winds to
arrive at the Jack Nicklaus Serengeti Golf
Estate, all geared for a day of “doing good
while doing business”!
During the fundraising and prize-giving
dinner, Anton Boshoff, Bigen Africa COO,
thanked the players and sponsors for their
efforts and support.
“Doing good while doing business has
rarely been this good – a great day of
golfing, great food and great entertainment
– all in the name of making a difference
to lives of people less fortunate than us!”
Boshoff said.
“Our slogan and the establishment of the
Inthutuko Foundation (which was launched
at our Golf Day two years ago and acts as
our vehicle to drive our ‘doing good while
doing business’ philosophy), have elevated
our corporate social investment from
“charitable” to sustainable, from single input
to multiple input. It makes it possible for us

to forge true partnerships with beneficiaries,
government and non-governmental
organisations, to create long-term and
sustainable development to the benefit of all.
“What we now have is a catalyst between
business and communities, an independent
trust properly governed through structures
and guidelines based on King III principles and
relevant legislation. Thank you to all present,
who today contributed money and time to
spread joy to the underprivileged!”
Boshoff also thanked the Bigen Africa
employees and said: “Bigen Africa’s creed of
‘doing good while doing business’ is embraced
by all working at Bigen Africa to the extent
that our employees embarked on a raffle ticket
fundraiser whereby they sold raffle tickets
to all and sundry in order to raise funds for
our worthy social partners. The Bigen Africa
Executive Directors decided to personally
match, rand for rand, the amount raised by
employees upon which the company agreed
to match, rand for rand, the combined funds
raised by staff and management!”

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
Western Form (Platinum Sponsor), Indigo Kulani, Delta Plan, Empyreal, Roadlab, Pan
African Capital Holdings, QPI, Bhejane Global Projects, Investec, Harith, Urban Dynamics,
Motswako, Hatch and Weavind & Weavind.
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Anton Boshoff, Bigen Africa COO, and Sulette van Graan (CFO) hand over a check of R212 125 to POPUP.

Well-known sports commentator and Programme
Director, Neil Andrews, auctions off a beautifully framed
painting of late Nelson Mandela in aid of Mamelodi
Hospice and POPUP.

Pamper treatments by Mangwanani Spa
after a long day of golfing.
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One of the winning fourballs proudly receive
state-of-the-art Slazenger Golf Bags from
Bigen Africa COO, Anton Boshoff.

All players had to brave the strong August
winds but nevertheless enjoyed a good game of golf!
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DOING GOOD WHILE DOING BUSINESS

In keeping with Bigen Africa’s
philosophy of “Doing Good while
Doing Business”, the company
wholeheartedly supported Mandela
Day across all its branches.

JOHANNESBURG
The Johannesburg Bigenites
donated school shoes and groceries
to 40 children from a nearby orphanage that houses
HIV-infected orphans and abandoned children.
Nomonde’s Children’s Home is based in Lombardy
East (next to Alexandra Township) and is successfully
run by Nomonde Duda, a professional nurse who
established the Children’s Home upon her retirement
eight years ago. She has six children of her own but
also regards every child in her care as hers.

E ducation

is the great engine of personal development.
It is through education that the daughter of a
peasant can become a doctor, that the son of a
mineworker can become the head of the mine,
that a child of farm workers can become the
president of a great nation. It is what we make
out of what we have, not what we are given,
that separates one person from another.

Johannesburg Bigenites support Nomonde’s
Children’s Home.

– Nelson Mandela

NELSPRUIT
The Nelspruit team visited the Amakhaya Children’s Home in Nelspruit,
which cares for 12 destitute children. Like a real family, the home
comprises a “mother” and “father” who ensure that the children are
taken care of as part of a proper family unit.
There was an apparent need for curtain railings and curtains in the
lounge and dining area so, true to form, the Nelspruit team provided
these. A microwave oven and kettle were purchased as the home had
been without the convenience of these appliances for some time.
The Nelspruit Bigenites also provided much-needed school uniforms
and warm, comfortable tracksuits.
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Nelspruit Bigenites bring a smile to the
children of Amakhaya.
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NEWCASTLE
The Bigen Africa Newcastle employees honoured Mandela Day by digging deep into their own pockets
for funds which, together with a generous donation from Head Office, assisted a destitute family.
The Bigen Africa team partnered with the Treasury team of the Newcastle Municipality to assist with the supply of
food, clothing, blankets and other perishable items. Support for the project was overwhelming and it is envisaged
that, with only a little more effort, additional funds may be raised to build a small shelter for the family to replace their
corrugated metal shack. Donations raised were presented to the family by Newcastle Mayor, AF Rehman, and
building plans for the new dwelling have already been sourced.

Newcastle Bigenites assist a destitute family for Mandela Day.

DURBAN
The Bigen Africa Durban team paid tribute to Nelson
Mandela by visiting the Mangipha Crèche and
delivering boxes of stationery, colouring books,
educational posters, puzzles, toys and a muchneeded microwave. Mangipha Crèche is a non-profit
organisation situated just outside Pietermaritzburg
which hosts 56 children ranging from one to four years
in age.
The parents pay what they can afford for daycare
– between R80 and R100 a month per child – while
everything else needed is funded purely through
donations.

Durban Bigenites visit and help the Mangipha Crèche for
Mandela Day.

Our children are the rock on which our future will be built, our greatest asset
as a nation. They will be the leaders of our country, the creators of our national
wealth, those who care for and protect our people.
– Nelson Mandela
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PRETORIA
On Saturday, 19 July 2014, approximately 40 Pretoria
Bigen Africa employees showed their Madiba spirit by
descending on the Funani Christian School in Mamelodi,
east of Pretoria, to improve the environment of its 200
learners.
Not only did the team donate brightly coloured paint to
spruce up the school’s ageing jungle gym, but it also
spent the day planting a sustainable vegetable
garden.
Once the crop has been realised, this garden will supply
the learners with food every day, and also help the
surrounding communities.

Pretoria-based Bigen employees show their Madiba
spirit on Mandela Day.

Employees planting a vegetable garden at Funani Christian School.
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OPINION PIECE

Bigen Africa Q&A

Doing business in Africa
Doing business in Africa provides unique challenges and endless
opportunities.
With fewer conflicts and economic growth rates that are
now competitive with those of other developing regions,
Africa has experienced positive change and has a
substantial amount to offer.
However, the business environment, including social,
economic, legal and political, is complex and doing
business in this rapidly expanding region requires a
different set of skills.
BIGEN AFRICA’S CORE BUSINESS RESTS ON
INFRASTRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT. IN LIGHT
OF THE VERY UNIQUE AFRICAN CONTEXT BIGEN
WORKS IN, WHAT HAVE BEEN THE PRIMARY

OPERATIONAL OBSTACLES THAT YOU’VE FACED IN
THE PAST YEAR?
Almost all the African countries we are active in, have
adopted or are in the process of adopting citizen
empowerment laws and practices that typically
require a minimum percentage of local shareholder
ownership. To progress us to an operational position in
these countries, especially for the government-funded
market sectors, necessitates finding the right local
partner and to structure a transaction that ensures
not only shareholding and equitable economics but
also meaningful participation of the local partners over
time. Choosing the right partner is especially critical,
as the local partner will be relied upon to introduce and

Continued on page 28
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Bigen Africa Q&A
Doing business in Africa
Continued from page 27

maintain local relationships. The knowledge of the local
partner is also invaluable to understand local culture,
politics and the business environment.
Including the islands of the coast, Africa consists of
53 countries and therefore just as many combinations
of language, culture, economy, politics, legislation and
infrastructure. Although there are some sub-regional
commonalities, each country is unique and similarly our
approach to do business is crafted per country.
AND FOLLOWING ON FROM THAT, HOW HAS BIGEN
AFRICA OVERCOME THEM (WITH A VIEW TO HELPING
OTHER COMPANIES OVERCOME THEM TOO).
It is a very expensive exercise to establish operations
in any foreign country, even if the country is another
neighbouring African state. To mitigate risk, we believe
that a standard agreed process is the best strategy when
entering new African frontiers and we have adopted a
7-stage process to guide our actions.
In addition, it is strongly recommended using local
consultants and experts. They will have knowledge of
local customs, culture and relationships. Although the
cost may in some cases seem exorbitant, it will definitely
minimise “school fees,” and maximise your investment.
WHAT IS BIGEN AFRICA’S COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE TO ACCOMMODATE DOING BUSINESS
IN AFRICA?
Being Africans ourselves, we relate to and understand
the challenges facing our continent with the everwidening infrastructure gap. This understanding is
translated in our value proposition and provides us with
a competitive advantage over many of the international
companies entering the African infrastructure
development space: “Bigen Africa Group is skilled in
integrating the entire value chain of the infrastructure
development process through in-house capabilities and
strategic partnerships – from feasibility studies, through
project preparation, management and implementation to
on-going asset management.
The Group believes that the success of any costeffective and sustainable project starts with the effective
integration of the four cornerstones of civil society and
sustainable communities, namely the social, institutional,
financial and physical elements of the project.
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The Group provides its clients with a complete solution
to all facets of a project, based on, amongst others,
its intimate understanding of the requirements of the
public sector (government), the private sector and other
stakeholders (such as communities). Bigen Africa’s
approach as infrastructure development activists adds
validity and creative value to the products and services it
provides.”
Bigen Africa has a keen focus on community
development, with the aim of improving life for all
across the African continent (doing good while doing
business).
TELL US HOW YOU ARE ACHIEVING THIS IN
AFRICA?
The pay-off line of the Group, “Doing good while
doing business”, reflects our ultimate goal, to develop
economically sustainable infrastructure in a way that
results in socially desirable developmental outcomes.
The Group delivers its products and services in a way
that reinforces key emerging public policy priorities
within Sub-Saharan Africa. The capabilities and products
of the Bigen Africa Group have been selected and
developed to promote inclusive economic growth and
human development.
The Bigen Way has been developed, inter alia, to reflect
the Group’s conviction that infrastructure development
is, primarily, about the sustainable benefits stakeholders
derive from its use. Bigen Africa Group has transformed
itself into one of Africa’s leading infrastructure
development activists, committed to improving
the quality of life of all people through appropriate,
sustainable infrastructure development solutions. This
commitment is complemented by the Group’s focus on
international best practice, leadership development,
sound financial practices, and a sustainable triple
bottom line.
Working in collaboration with local industries and
suitable partners is an essential part of your projects and
developments.
CAN YOU TELL US HOW YOU ANALYSE AND SEEK
OUT POTENTIAL PARTNERS ON A LOCAL SCALE?
As indicated above, finding the right local partner is a
critical element of our “business readiness” approach.
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Our objective is to find partners with complementary
capabilities but, most importantly, a shared value set. In
many instances this element can take a long time and
will inadvertently include many hours spent on research
and trial and error situations before the right partner is
found.
WITH 14 OFFICES ACROSS SOUTH AFRICA AND
A NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES LOCATED IN
OTHER AFRICAN COUNTRIES, WHAT PLANS ARE
THERE FOR EXPANDING YOUR OPERATIONS AND
REPRESENTATION IN 2015 AND BEYOND?
In accordance with S-Vision 2016, manned offices in
Namibia (Windhoek) and Ghana (Accra) were established
in 2014. Our expansion into Zambia will take form
in 2015 and the end of 2016 will see us establishing
a physical presence in East Africa. Although North
Africa was not included in S-Vision 2016 as a strategic
objective, large project opportunities in two North African
countries developed late in 2014 that may necessitate
physical presence in 2015/2016. With the exception of
possibly establishing an office in the Northern Cape, our
strategy for RSA will remain throughout S-Vision 2016,
one of consolidation, re-enforcement and continuous
improvement of existing operations.
TELL US ABOUT THE BIGEN AFRICA STRATEGIC
PLAN FOR BEYOND 2014 AND WHAT ITS PRIMARY
OBJECTIVES ARE.
The Bigen Africa Group applies a five-year strategic cycle
and we are moving towards the end of our “S-Vision
2016” that was crafted in 2011.S-Vision 2016 formalised
the evolution of the Group into an infrastructure
development organisation that remains in place and acts
as an overarching guide for annual business planning
processes and day-to-day operations.
Objectives of S-Vision 2016 include:
r Increasing our access to infrastructure mega-projects;
r Building renewable energy, rail, mining and industrial,
and project delivery capabilities through either
partnerships or mergers and acquisitions;
r Opening offices in West Africa (via Ghana as a port of
entry) and increase the Group’s SADC presence in, inter
alia, Zambia and Namibia through strategic partnerships
and on the back of identified projects;
r Solidifying key strategic partnerships to deliver returns;
r Embedding development finance capabilities (including
international finance) throughout the organisation;
r Redefining the corporate structure to improve
understanding of stakeholder needs and to promote the
speed and efficiency of project delivery;
r Maintaining a high-performing culture internally, as well
as zero-tolerance to theft, fraud and corruption, while
building trust, positivity and recognizing performance
excellence throughout the organisation; and
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r Enhancing corporate governance protocols in line with
the 2008 RSA Companies Act and King III as well as all
other relevant legislation in countries the Bigen Africa
Group operates in.
Within the 2015 calendar year we will commence with
the crafting of S-Vision 2021 to guide us beyond 2016.
OBVIOUSLY, EACH OF YOUR DEVELOPMENTS AND
PROJECTS CATER FOR A VARIETY OF AUDIENCES
AND CLIENTS. HOW DOES BIGEN AFRICA WORK TO
ENSURE THAT ALL CLIENT NEEDS ARE FULFILLED,
AS BEST AS POSSIBLE?
For any company to advocate that they can do
everything for everyone will be irresponsible but with our
well-developed partnership strategy and network we can
get as close as is possible. We serve the communities
whose lives are improved by our projects with humility
and, combined with our value proposition, integrate the
entire value chain of infrastructure development, which
make us the service provider of choice throughout the
continent.

CONTACT DETAILS
Allan Cormack Street off Hotel Street, Cnr Meiring
Naudé Road, The innovation Hub, Pretoria
Tel: 012 842 8700
Email: pretoria@bigenafrica.com

Bigen Africa
Executive
Director SADC:
Deon Fabel
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OPINION PIECE

Bigen Picture spoke to Bigen Africa
divisional managing principal for
water and sanitation, Dr Mias van
der Walt, on water sustainability
in the country:

WHAT ARE BIGEN AFRICA’S
WATER DIVISIONS AND HOW DO
THEY CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS
SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT?
Bigen Africa specialises in doing
good while doing business. Our
mission statement is to become
a thought-leading multi-national
infrastructure development
consultancy with core capabilities
in engineering, management
consulting and development finance.
To this end we are structured into
two different legs. One provides
engineering services in the water,
wastewater, roads, structures, land
development, human settlements and
project spheres including engineer,
procure, construct and manage
(EPCM) contracts. The second leg is
concerned with after-sales services
including operation and maintenance,
revenue generation for our municipal
clients for water and energy provision
and asset management. One of
our biggest revenue enhancement
clients is Newcastle Local
Municipality in KwaZulu-Natal and we
have many others.
WHAT KEY SERVICES DO THESE
DIVISIONS SPECIALISE IN AND
HOW DO THEY CONTRIBUTE
TOWARDS PROTECTING WATER
AND THE ENVIRONMENT?
We provide engineering services with
respect to infrastructure development
from the needs identification,
systems design, managing
procurement on behalf of the client,
construction supervision to final
commissioning and handover. Within
the wastewater treatment sphere, an
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innovative approach characteristic
of Bigen is to look at wastewater
as an asset , rather than a liability.
This shift in focus has allowed us to
offset the total spend on a housing
development in Rustenburg, by
selling treated sewage water to the
local mines to be used in platinum
mining and processing.
WHAT ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS
OF THE PROCESS YOU FOLLOW
WHEN WORKING WITH CLIENTS?
When it comes to treatment we
follow an analytical approach. This
means having absolute clarity on
what water is moving in and out of
a system to determine the water
balance. Without this understanding,
it would be impossible to deliver
holistic services, best suited to the
clients’ needs. Expensive technology
is no replacement for common
sense. Bigen has the wide ranging
experience on a number of projects
and as a result is able to pinpoint
specific problems to create costeffective solutions.
CAN YOU TELL OUR READERS’
A LITTLE MORE ABOUT ANY
RECENTLY COMPLETED
PROJECTS WHERE YOUR
PRODUCTS WERE DIRECTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING
A BETTER ENVIRONMENT OR
SECURING HUMAN HEALTH?
In the case of the Rustenburg human
settlement project I mentioned
earlier, we are currently entering into
the second phase of the process,
where we will be augmenting the
existing treatment capacity of the
local sewage works. This will create

greater development opportunities
in the area as well as securing local
river health. Within our mine water
treatment services, we strive to
minimise the amount of water needed
for a particular application, as well
as providing different water reuse
treatment processes at different
mining and processing stages, all of
which are geared towards reducing
water and energy use.
HOW DOES THE BROAD SCOPE
OF YOUR SERVICES SECURE
BETTER VALUE FOR CLIENTS?
Bigen provides an integrated
approach to servicing the needs of
the entire infrastructure value chain.
With a staff complement of more
than 500 people, operating across
the African continent, we have a
considerable talent pool to draw
on.
WHAT DOES YOUR COMPANY
CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS SKILLS
TO SECURE FUTURE INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY?
As a level 3 black economic
empowerment contributor, Bigen
seeks to uplift those who were
previously disadvantaged as well
as promoting indigenisation as an
integral part of the business. We
pride ourselves and live by the motto
– doing good while doing business.
MIAS VAN DER
WALT, Bigen
Africa’s divisional
managing
principal for
water and
sanitation.
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BIGEN BUZZ

BIGEN IN THE NEWS

“My future?”

“Infrastructure!”

Delivering sustainable
infrastructure that
improves our world.
“DOING GOOD WHILE
DOING BUSINESS”

Contact www.bigenafrica.com, or the office most convenient to you: Pretoria (012) 842 8700; Bloemfontein (051) 430 1423; Cape Town (021) 919 6976;
Durban (031) 717 2571; East London (043) 748 6230; Gabarone gaborone@bigenafrica.com; Kuruman (053) 712 2882; Mahikeng (018) 386 2111;
Mthatha (047) 532 5234; Richards Bay (035) 753 1235; Rustenburg (014) 597 3655; Windhoek +26 461 237 346; Accra +026 052 8157
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